Vaginal stone formation around intrauterine device in an ambulatory woman with morbid obesity
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CASE REPORT

A 59-year-old woman with a body mass index (BMI) of 72 kg/m² presented to a community hospital for acute onset, severe vaginal pain. Her exam was notable for a large, textured mass in her vagina. Due to equipment weight limits, this emergency room was unable to obtain imaging and transferred her to a tertiary medical center.

Her past medical history included hypertension, atrial flutter, obstructive sleep apnea, obesity hypoventilation, type II diabetes, and chronic kidney disease. She was able to perform most of her activities of daily living, and she could ambulate with a walker but often used a wheelchair.

Her gynecologic history included stage II pelvic organ prolapse, frequent urinary tract infections (UTIs), and mixed stress, urge, and functional urinary incontinence. A specialist in female pelvic medicine and reconstructive surgery had evaluated her and advised behavioral changes as she was not felt to be a surgical candidate.

In our emergency room, we performed a physical examination on a bariatric stretcher without stirrups, requiring the assistance of five staff members. Urine covered the perineum and stretcher. We were unable to insert a speculum and palpated a 4 cm, rock hard, yellow, and brown textured mass in the distal vagina, which we then manually extracted in the emergency room. There was a copper intrauterine device (IUD) protruding from a calculus. The patient reported improvement in her symptoms and was discharged home with outpatient follow-up.

The calculus was composed of magnesium ammonium phosphate (struvite), calcium phosphate (hydroxyapatite and carbonate apatite), and magnesium phosphate trihydrate (Figure 1). It was 4.5×4.0×3.5 cm and weighed 40 g.

The patient had a ParaGard IUD placed 20 years prior, with multiple attempts at removal, including by complex family planning specialists. Her cervix was never visualized secondary to habitus; an exam under anesthesia was deemed too dangerous.

Two years prior to presentation, a computed tomography (CT) urogram was notable for a “radiopaque device noted in the cervix, presumably related to known uterine prolapse” (Figure 2). There was no documentation on further evaluation of these findings.

Figure 1: Extracted calculus containing copper IUD.
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DISCUSSION

This case of vaginal stone is unique as the patient has no genitourinary abnormalities and is ambulatory. The patient’s morbid obesity was likely the primary contributing factor to the stone formation, and the stone formed around a ParaGard IUD.

The physiologic vagina is not conducive to stone formation. In order for stones to form, there typically must be: (a) significant urine; (b) outlet obstruction; and (c) an alkaline environment [1]. In this patient, vaginal urine was likely secondary to retrograde flow due to incontinence and frequent recumbent position, rather than an anatomical abnormality, which is typically seen in vaginal stones. Retrograde urinary flow is classically seen only in non-ambulatory patients [2–4]. She likely had outlet obstruction from redundant tissue rather than the usual transverse septum, imperforate hymen [5], or trauma [1]. The patient’s frequent urinary tract infections (UTIs), thought to be in part due to her habitus, could produce an alkaline environment.

Vaginal stones usually form spontaneously, but can form around vaginal mesh, retained gauze, and self-inserted items [6–10]. There are case reports of stones forming around IUDs such as Lippes Loops, Safe-T-Coil, and stainless-steel ring IUD, but this case is unique as there are not any reports of the IUDs currently used in the United States [11–14].

This patient’s obesity likely contributed to stone formation and further affected her care. The community hospital did not have adequate imaging equipment, we did not have bariatric pelvic beds, and her IUD was unable to be removed in clinic. Additionally, providers are less likely to perform annual pelvic exams on obese patients [15].

This case highlights the clinical importance of keeping vaginal stones in the differential, following up incidental findings on imaging, and performing regular gynecologic care, even in patients for whom pelvic exams are difficult, particularly if they have specific gynecologic complaints. This case study suggests that IUD removal may be pertinent in obese patients with urinary incontinence to avoid potential complications such as vaginal stone formation, and providers should not defer IUD removal due to perceived difficulty of removal in this patient population.

CONCLUSION

This case demonstrates a rare complication of leaving an IUD in situ in mainly recumbent, obese women with urinary incontinence and serves as a reminder of the importance of equitable care even when challenging.
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